
 

NOTE AB Chooses Addovation for Strategic 

IFS Cloud Implementation, Paving the Way 

for Optimized Business Processes and 

Sustained Growth 

 
Jönköping, Sweden, January 17th, 2024 – NOTE AB, a leading contract 

manufacturer in northern Europe, has strategically partnered with 

Addovation to optimize its business processes through the implementation of 

IFS Cloud. This pivotal move underscores NOTE AB's commitment to growth, 

entrusting Addovation with the task of seamlessly deploying IFS Cloud's 

comprehensive ERP and EAM solutions. 

 

The decision to adopt IFS Cloud is a significant milestone for NOTE AB, signifying the replacement of 

multiple systems with a unified platform. This modern cloud solution is tailored to support the 

company's current growth trajectory, be it through organic expansion or strategic acquisitions. 

 

Johannes Lind-Widestam, CEO of NOTE AB, emphasized the company's vision, stating, "In the midst of 

rapid expansion, digital transformation, and robust growth, we recognized the need for a partner who 

comprehends our core markets and can support us in our journey of expanding operations, hiring 

more talent, and acquiring new businesses. Addovation and IFS Cloud emerged as the ideal 

combination to meet our evolving needs." 

 

With a proven track record of successful IFS Cloud implementations in Norway, Sweden, and Finland, 

Addovation brings invaluable experience to the table. The company will serve as a key resource as 

NOTE deploys a comprehensive suite of IFS Cloud modules, covering manufacturing, finance, 

projects, procurement, supply chain management, enterprise asset management (EAM), CRM, and 

human capital management (HCM). This ambitious deployment is set to cater to 1,200 users across 

NOTE’s sites in 5 countries, commencing in early November 2023. 

 

Joakim Hugosson, CEO at Addovation, expressed enthusiasm, saying, “We're really excited about 

bringing our knowledge and experience to the table, helping set up a platform that everyone can use 

and grow with in the long run. It's not just about immediate growth – we're aiming for something 

that will provide a sturdy foundation for ongoing success. We're committed to making a meaningful 

contribution to creating an environment that supports continuous development and achievement." 



 

 


